Sfax vs fax servers

Faxing is universal, ubiquitous and here to stay. Fax servers are troublesome. Sfax can dramatically improve the bottom line by eliminating all capital expenditures associated with faxing equipment and reduces fax expenses to a nominal operational cost.

Troublesome fax servers

Fax servers require hardware, fax software and telecommunications services.

Furthermore, they typically require on-site installation, training and ongoing maintenance costs. These are costly items as they involve software maintenance and IT personnel costs for administering and maintaining the fax server or servers. In addition, there are monthly charges for phone lines and numbers as well as costs for PBX ports.

Because of the expenses, fax server solutions are cost prohibitive for small to medium sized businesses (SMBs). Even for mid to large-sized corporations, these solutions are costly alternatives to Sfax.

Fax servers are unreliable. The costs of downtime to a business are incredibly costly – and for some industries like healthcare – completely untenable.

Sfax, cloud faxing that works

Sfax delivers encrypted communications and password protected documents and data. Get a complete audit trail of all fax activity and an industry-leading solution that includes annotations and digital signature.

Experience better than 99.9% uptime fast delivery and receipt rates, ideal for time-sensitive information with high image quality of transmitted documents.

Better still, Sfax is easy-to-use on desktop, web, on the go (iOS mobiles and tables) and through an integration with our API. We will always have a straightforward Sfax subscription pricing with no upfront costs and U.S.-based hardware and software support.

Sfax is 100% dedicated to making your document workflow safe, secure and worry free.

scrypt.com/sfax
Issues with fax servers

• Involve capital expenses/acquisition costs of the server hardware, software, server license, line-card cost, other equipment
• Involve ongoing software maintenance costs
• Require support costs in terms of IT personnel to maintain server
• Require monthly phone lines and fees
• Require annual licensing fees
• Only support local DIDs (area code where fax server is located)
• Complex configuration
• Lengthy and arduous deployment
• Semi-reliable; Uptime depends on hardware, fax boards, local power and phone connectivity

Benefits of Sfax

• Only pay for what you use
• No capital expense or acquisition costs which can be significant
• No ongoing software maintenance fees
• No support cost (IT personnel to maintain server)
• Eliminated phone lines charges
• No annual licensing fees
• No startup costs
• Unlimited fax capacity that scales on-demand
• Industry-leading reliability with uptime better than 99.9%
• Meets Disaster Recovery requirements
• Unlimited capacity on demand
• Get started immediately

We are Sfax.